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 Cloud services have become more popular among users these days. 
Automatic resource provisioning for cloud services is one of the important 
challenges in cloud environments. In the cloud computing environment, 
resource providers shall offer required resources to users automatically 
without any limitations. It means whenever a user needs more resources, the 
required resources should be dedicated to the users without any problems. On 
the other hand, if resources are more than user’s needs extra resources should 
be turn off temporarily and turn back on whenever they needed. In this paper, 
we propose an automatic resource provisioning approach based on 
reinforcement learning for auto-scaling resources according to Markov 
Decision Process (MDP). Simulation Results show that the rate of Service 
Level Agreement (SLA) violation and stability that the proposed approach 
better performance compared to the similar approaches. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is the number of virtualized connected computers which offers single 
computational resource dynamically and to compute complex computation [1]-[3]. In other word, cloud 
computing states to both applicable programs offered as services on the Internet, hardware and software 
systems in data centers.  By definition, in data center hardware and software are called "cloud". Scalability is 
one of the basic concepts in cloud computing which is important in using higher efficiency of cloud 
computing [4]. Scalability is referred to increase system functional power to have suitable response against 
increased work load of course by adding software and hardware resources [5]. Whereas applications, 
especially application program on web, do not have regular work load patterns so that scalability functions 
(increase or decrease of scale) should have be done immediately with minimum human intervention to 
provide resources for applications as soon as possible. Resource scaling with minimum human intervention is 
called auto-scaling [6]-[8]. Various workloads are of the biggest challenges in different times, so whenever 
provider wants to meet all the requirements in all times, it should reserve maximum needed resources 
previously for peak work load to support them. In this situation provider sometimes will be over- 
provisioning and it is going to be very costly for them (to buy maximum resources at peak times) which leads 
to lower profit. Therefore functional expenses will be reduced by turning off idle nodes on idle times, but it 
cannot decrease financial expenses related purchasing and hosting IT equipment’s and their depreciation. If 
provider possesses only enough resources (average capacity) to support average number of requests, the 
providers may be utilized, but the provider might not have enough local resources to meet clients’ request 
which leads to under- provisioning in some situations so provider has to reject new customers or cancel 
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previous services operating on system. We should design a system which will be able to manage uncertainty 
and remove any problems in cloud environment. Also it should be able to impact parameters like expense, 
efficiency, SLA violation etc. 

We offer auto-scaling according to reinforcement learning. Reinforcement learning (RL) is a kind of 
decision making that determines a goal performing functional model, applies policy without previous 
information. RL has been performed successfully in extensive fields to support auto-control and dedicate 
resources [9]-[12] which works on the basic assumption of penalty and reward so the factors move toward 
operations which lead to highest profit. Major part of RL is on the basis of determination of optimal policies 
in Markov [13],[14]. 

In this paper we want to propose auto-scaling approach using MDP to manage SLA violation and 
scaling expense and to preserve system stability. RL has the capacity to response suitably using environment 
experiences. RL leads to better management of compromise SLA violation and number of scales but it causes 
higher expenses. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we review related works about RL in second 
part; the proposed approach comes in third part in detail. The performance evaluation of proposed approach 
will be explained in fourth part. Finally conclusion and suggestion will be presented in fifth section. 
 
 
2. RELATED WORKS 

Various studies have been carried out about auto-scaling and its implementation. Current 
approaches have advantages and disadvantages.  As the proposed approach in this paper is based upon RL, 
we review researches related to this technique in this section. 
•  Enda Barrett et al. [14] have been considered the parallel Q learning to reduce time of determination 

about optimal policies and online learning. Their proposed approach uses MDP along with RL. 
•  Fouad Bahrpeyma et al. [15] suggests RL-DRP approach. They use neural networks in their proposed 

mechanism. The approach enable cloud service providers to meet high volume of requests without 
wasting any time, valuable work and at the same time control resources optimally.  

•  Xavier Dutreilh et al. [16] have proposed using proper initialization in primary stages also increasing the 
rate of convergence in process of learning to solve problem. They have offered experiments results. Also 
they have introduced an efficient model to detect changes then completed learning process management 
based on that. 

•  Bauer et al. [17] proposed using RL to manage threshold orders. First controller applies these orders to 
the goal program to reinforce its quality features. Second controller supervises the orders, adapts 
thresholds and changes conditions, also it deactivates unrelated orders. 

•  Jia Rao et al. [18] represent a RL aware virtualized machine configuration (VCONF). Central design of 
VCONF is prepared based on RL aware model to scale and adapt. 

•  Amoui et al. used RL successfully in management quality of web programs to optimize program's output 
[19]. Using simulation in initialization of learning functions is one of the interesting aspects of it.   

Finally Table 1 shows the comparison of above techniques. 
 

 
Table 1. Comparison of Techniques 

Reference 
Auto-scaling 

technique 
Advantages and disadvantages Contribution 

Enda Barrett [14] 
 

Parallel Q 
learning 

Decreasing time of optimal policy determination 
and online learning 
Disadvantages: challenges in determination of 
initial policies 

It uses inherent parallelism in 
distributed computing platforms 
like cloud 

Fouad 
Bahrpeyma [15] 

RL Fast convergence process Higher utilization It introduces a new decision making 
process to use predictably analysis 
of demand which considers 
parameters of offer and demand 

Xavier Dutreilh 
[16] 

RL Horizontal scaling 
Increase in convergence rate in learning stages 

Integration in a real cloud controller 
and auto programming 

Bahati [17] 
 

RL It limits situation as pair of operation-condition 
and provides the possibility of re-use of learned 
models in an order set for next stage 
Reinforcement of load based on effective limit 

They proposed using RL to manage 
threshold orders. First controller 
applies order to the goal program to 
improve the  features of quality 

JiaRao [18] 
 

VCONF VCONF is good adaptation with online auto 
configuration policies with heterogeneous VMs 
VCONF is enable to guide initial setting without 
decreasing in function of VMs 

Central design of VCONF using RL 
aware model works to scale and 
adapt 

Amoui [19] 
 

RL Quality management in application of new web 
design to optimize program output 

Using simulation for initialization 
of learning functions 
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3. PROPOSED APPROACH 
Final goal is to make auto scaling system to have the ability of decreasing costs and 

increasing system stability; at the same time with SLA requirements and system efficiency It 
means to use an online policy to dedicate resources with scaling automatically. Proposed approach 
will be introduced according to RL and MDP. The offered MDP constitutes from 4 categories 
included conditions, operations, transmitted possibilities and rewards so that decision making 
about scale up/ scale down will be accomplished based on it. 

 
3.1. Reinforcement Learning (RL) 

RL [7],[14],[15] is a computational approach to understand automatic base learning to 
make the best decisions. It insists on learning via direct involvement of agent and environment. 
Decision maker refers to the agent who learns from experience and its best action is to perform at 
its maximum in any environment. An auto scaler is responsible for decisions about scaling without 
human involvement and its objective is to adapt resources dynamically to the applications 
according to input workload. It decides to allocate or deallocate resources to the applications 
based on workload. In any t time which t= 0,1,2,… time sequences are separated, agent shows 

condition of environment st s  where  is all possible conditions and it selects ( )
t ta A s   

where ( )tA s is all variables in the condition of ts  but in a determined time, sequence of these 

functions and agent will be the next reward 1tr   which finds itself in new condition of 1ts  . Agent 

will select from condition possibilities then operates the possible action. This will be agent's 

policy that shows πt in which πt (s, a) as  ta a  at the condition ts s . 

So MDP can be shown in four categories included conditions, operations, transmitted 
possibilities and rewards: 
 S: Environmental state space 
 
 A: total action space  
 
 P(.|s, a)defines distribution of governed possibilities on transmitted conditions 

tt t ~ p ( .s | s1 , a+ )  

 Q (.|s, a) defines distribution of governed possibilities on received reward. 

t tt tR ( s ~ q, a . | s) ( , a )  

The objective of learning process inside learning Q is to achieve the optimal policy which 
reflects by Q amount in general reward and continues by operating in current situation. The 
amount of Q will be calculated by equation 1 which includes discounted reward (decreased 
reward) and shows RL process policy. 

 

1

( , ) ( , )

( m a x ( , ) ( , ) )
t t t t

t a t t t

Q s a Q s a

r Q s a Q s a 

 
 

             (1) 

  

Where 1tr  is medium received reward of selecting ta  in ts  condition  is learning rate and γ is discount 

coefficient (Reduction). The overall process of RL has been shown in Algorithm 1:  
 
Algorithm1: Reinforcement Learning Algorithm (Q- learning) 
1. Initialize Q(s,a) arbitrarily 
2. Repeat ( for each episode) 
3. Initialize s 
4. Repeat 
5. Choose a from s using policy derived from Q (€- greedy) 
6. Take action a and observe r,s’ 

7.    
    

t t t t

t + 1 a t t t

Q s , a Q s , a +

a r + m a x Q s , a - Q s , a


  

8. s←s’; 
9. Until s is terminal 

s

a
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3.2. Proposed Algorithm 
The proposed algorithm has been offered based on RL, that is defined according to 

Markov process for auto scaling a MDP. Upper and lower threshold have been defined too and 
cloud service operation will be monitored after introduction proposed MDP. 

Configuration of proposed MDP has been considered as follows: 
S: the space of condition: Full utilization, Under utillization, Normal utilization. 
A: the space of operation: Scale up, Scale down, No- op. 
P (.|s, a) defines distributionpossibility governed on transmitted conditions. 
Q (.|s, a) defines distribution possibility governed on received reward. 

As we know MIPS means the number of instructions per second. There has been 
introduced two variables for proposed approach included available MIPS and Requested MIPS, 
both are variables of service inputs. Q Updating will be done using local regerssion according to 
history of instructions. Division of two amounts shows the amount of utillization (equation 2)  and 
comparison of upper and lower thresholds determine space of condition. The full utilization and 
the under utilization condition show in Equation 3 and 4, respectively. 

 
A vailable M IPS

Utilization
R e quested M IPS





                                            (2) 

 

   
   
Requested /Available High-Threshold

Full-Utilization Under-Provisioning

MIPS MIPS  



   (3) 

 
   
   
Requested / Available Low- Threshold

Under- utilization Over- Provisioning

MIPS MIPS  


       (4) 

 
After defining full utilization, under utilization and normal conditions, and operating equation 1 

(Q(s, a) ), SLA violation amount will be acquired by Requested MIPS and available MIPS then decision will 
be made according to above functions to do current action, it means to increase or decrease virtual machine 
or no operation. Table 2 represents process of decision making and Figure 1 shows a diagram included 
provider condition changes regarded to utilization parameter.  

 
 

Table 2. Decision Making By MDP 
 Utilization>High-

Threshold 
Low-Threshold< Utilization 

< High -Threshold 
Utilization <Low-

Threshold 
State(t) Full-Utilization 

(Under-Provisioning) 
Normal-Utilization 

(Normal- Provisioning) 
Under-Utilization 

(Over-Provisioning) 
Next-Action(t+1) Scale_up No-op Scale_down 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Condition of provider changes regarded to utilization parameter 
 
 

Proposed algorithm introduced in this paper is represented as semi code offered in algorithm 2 
according to Markov and decision making in Table 2. 

 
Algorithm2: Reinforcement Learning (Q-Learning) 
1. Initialize Q (s, a)=0 ,s=0, a=0,  high Range Q=0.8, low Range Q=0.2. 
2. Observe the Available MIPS and Requested MIPS. 
3. Observe the current state S. 
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4. If (requested MIPS/available MIPS) > high Range Q) , state [0]= 0; /*Full-Utilization state*/ 
5. Else if (requested MIPS/available MIPS) <Low Range Q), state[1]= 1; /* Under-Utilization 

state */ 
6. Else state [2]= 2; /* Normal-Utilization state*/ 
7. Loop 
8. Select action, choose for state ,based one of the action selection policy Utilization 
9. Take action, observe r, as well as the new state, s’. 
10. Update Q value for the state using the Regression and observed r and the maximum reward 

possible for the next state. 

11.    
    

t t t t

t + 1 a t t t

Q s , a Q s , a +

a r + m a x Q s , a - Q s , a

  

12. Set the state s to the new state s’ , s←s’ 
13. Until s is terminal 

 
 
4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

There has been used of Cloudsim [20] simulator for simulation. Four kinds of virtual machine 
corresponded to Amazon EC2 [21] have been performed which their specifications offered in Table III. 
There have been used four kinds of services regarded to the variety of available services in cloud and we 
have not focused on type of service or special program so that used services are independent to programs. 
These services are combination of all heterogeneous programs like HPC, Web and so on. Also work load has 
been modeled according to normal distribution to be closer to real world. Scaling will be done in 24 hour 
period and in 5 minutes intervals (288 five minutes), Low-Threshold is considered 0.2 and High-Threshold is 
considered 0.8 Standard deviation is 3000 MIPS and Diff Range is 0.4 There has been considered a function 
for initialization cost. As cost function is computed by hour and we have 5 minutes intervals so that we have 
to multiple overall costs by 300/3600. 

 
 

Table 3. Specification of Virtual Machine 
Type Of Virtual 

Machine 
MIPS 
(CPU) 

Core 
RAM 
(MB) 

Price 
(Cent) 

Micro 500 1 633 0.026 
Small 1,000 1 1,700 0.070 
Extra Large 2,000 1 3,750 0.280 
High-CPU 
Medium 

2,500 1 850 0.560 

 
 

Algorithm works by updating Q. we have done Q updating and obtaining utilization by local 
regression. Updating Q will be accomplished according to instruction history; it means next amount will be 
determined according to prediction of previous amount. Predicted amount should be multiplied by 0.7, 
because error possibility has been considered as 30 percent. Regression function helps us to scale VMs in the 
way that decrease failed case along with minimum cost. 

The amount of Available MIPS and Requested MIPS is calculated in the main function of proposed 
approach. Also the amount of SLA violation is calculated using their difference. Requested MIPS is divided 
to Available MIPS to introduce two dimensional array r [rstate] [0], r [rstate] [1] and r [rsatate] [2] which 
determines underutilization, full utilization and normal functions. Then the amount of r will be updated and 
the amount of equation Q (s, a) will be calculated.  

Overall MIPS amount is obtained by division of violation rate to the total MIPS then optimal current 
action will be selected using Current Action() and Select action() according to the amount of utilization. 
Then decision for scale down and scale up or null action will be made.Proposed approach which is learning 
automata aware [22] will be compared to cost aware auto scaling approach which is a simple, automata 
approach by parameters like cost, SLA violation, initialization cost and number of scaling. There has been 
defined three scenario for evaluation proposed approach in Table 4.  

 
 

Table 4. Evaluation Scenarios 
Scenario Goal 

First scenario Minimization SLA violation 
Second scenario Minimization Total Cost 
Third scenario Minimization number of scaling 
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4.1. First Scenario 
Evaluation of SLA violation has been considered in first scenario compared to two other 

approaches. SLA violation will be happened when provider cannot provide predefined measures in SLA for 
users. Some examples of SLA violation is the number of lost deadlines, lack of warranty on agreed MIPS, 
lack of warranty on agreed bandwidth, number of rejected requests because of not having enough resources 
at the peak times. Increasing rate of SLA violation causes lower quality in providing services for user. If 
Requested MIPS is not match with available MIPS, SLA violation will happen. Figure 2 represents results of 
comparison of SLA violation in three compared approaches for 4 services. As you can see SLA violation rate 
in proposed approach is less than the others. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Comparison of SLA violation in services 
 
 

Figure 3 shows the comparison of overall SLA violation for services included cost aware, learning 
automata and proposed approach. As you can see results of proposed approach simulation compared to 
learning automata and cost aware approach has lower rate of SLA violation at the time of simulation so that 
using Q learning technique in auto scaling leads to reduce SLA violation. So whenever SLA is important for 
auto scaling, we can use proposed approach. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Comparison of overall SLA violation in three approaches 
 
 

4.2. Second Scenario 
We address evaluation of cost measure and comparing it with other approaches. Service cost will be 

calculated according to hours of utility. It means user pays the cost according to speed, power and capacity of 
requested resource (CPU, Memory and disk and …) also time of using resource. Naturally cost will be low 
when we use resource with lower speed and capacity in lower intervals. It can decrease cost but affects other 
quality factors. So to have a high quality service we have to increase cost. Cost is one of the most important 
factors for users. It means that user always struggles to accomplish the request with minimum cost. Parameter 
of cost introduces in three categories: Initialization cost, Runtime cost and Total cost. Initialization cost is 
initial cost for setting up VMs. Runtime cost equals to cost according to utility per hour which will be paid 
for VMs operation. Total cost calculates by equation 5: 
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Cos = Cos CosTotal t Initialization t Runtime t      (5) 
 
Runtime cost of VM increases nearly 20 percent in simulation of vertical scale up. Cost 

measure in simulation is calculated according to addition of VM initialization cost and VM 
runtime cost. Figure 4 shows VM initialization cost. It specifies that a Q aware approach has high 
initialization cost while an automata aware approach will save initialization cost substantially. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Comparison of initialization cost in three approaches 
 
 
Figure 5 represents VM runtime cost in 3 services in 24 hours. Results of simulation shows 

proposed approach has lower runtime cost. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Comparison of VM runtime cost in three approaches 
 
 

Figure 6 represents results of simulation according to total cost of scaling for 3 compared 
approaches in a 24 hour period.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Comparison of total cost in three approaches 
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Results of simulation according total cost in 24 hours for four services have been represented in 
Figure 7.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Comparison of overall thetotal cost in three approaches 
 
 

As it is obvious in Figure 6 and 7, scaling aware of learning automata has lower cost compared to 
proposed approach and cost aware approach. Proposed approach in this paper has the highest total cost in 
comparison. Q aware approach has high initialization and runtime costs. Finally total cost which is addition 
of two mentioned costs shows that the approach will not be proper approach compared to learning automata 
and cost aware approaches whenever the cost measure is considered. 

 
4.3. Third Scenario 

In third scenario we address comparing number of scales with the other two approaches. The 
number of elimination or adding VMs is one of the important factors in dynamic scaling. It affects speed of 
response in computing environment. Also it can cause to operational overload and imposes cost to the 
system. Proper management of the measure helps us to achieve minimum cost, increase rate of response, 
consequently reduction the rate of SLA violation. Overall scaling function calculates total number of scales. 
The number of scaling functions for four services has been shown in Figure 8. As you can see the number of 
scaling functions for proposed approach will not change dramatically so that system will have a proper 
stability.  

 

 
 

Figure 8. Comparison the number of scaling in three approaches 
 
 

As it is represented in Figure 9, the number of scaling functions has been decreased in 
proposed approach compared to two other approaches according to results of simulation. 
Reduction helps to optimize SLA violation rate, lower cost and higher system stability.  
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Figure 9. Comparison of overall the number of scaling in three approaches 
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
Cloud services are distributed infrastructures which extend space of communication and 

service. The resource providing has been very important because of daily grow of cloud services 
and scaling issue has been welcomed as one of the most important features of cloud computation. 
In this paper we have represented an approach based upon reinforcement learning also have 
addressed Markov model. There are 3 important factors in proposed approaches including SLA 
violation rate, scaling cost and number of scales. Regarding cost measure, Q aware approach is not 
proper approach compared to the automata and cost aware approaches. But proposed approach 
reduces number of scales which leads to optimize rate of SLA violation and system stability. Also 
proposed approach decreases SLA violation and optimizing SLA leads to increase cost. As a result 
it makes difficult having minimum cost. On the other hand focusing on the minimum cost leads to 
SLA violation. So, we can observe substantial reduction in SLA violation and higher system 
stability by using Q-learning technique in auto scaling. 

Therefore it is possible to continue studies about auto-scaling regarded other effective factors and 
other approaches for example the condition space will be changed according to utilization or we can 
represent a novice approach in auto-scaling using parallel Q learning and combination of parallel factor and 
new condition . Also we can apply RL to predicate load in web aware software’s. Also it is possible to merge 
RL and machine learning. Overload in proposed approach should be consider carefully too. 
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